Pictorial Query Trees for Query Specification in Image Databases
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Abstract

A technique that enables specifying complex queries in image databases using pictorial query trees is presented. The leaves of a pictorial query tree correspond to individual pictorial queries that specify which objects should appear in the target images as well as how many occurrences of each object are required. In addition, the minimum required certainty of matching between query-image objects and database-image objects, as well as spatial constraints that specify bounds on the distance between objects and the relative direction between them are also specified. Internal nodes in the query tree represent logical operations (AND, OR, XOR) and their negations on the set of pictorial queries (or subtrees) represented by its children. The syntax of query trees is described. Algorithms for processing individual pictorial queries and for parsing and computing the overall result of a pictorial query tree are outlined.

1. Introduction

A basic requirement of an image database is the ability to query the database pictorially. The most common method of doing this is querying via an example image. The problem with this method is that in an image database we are usually not looking for an exact match. Instead, the goal is to find images that are similar to a given query image. The main issue is how to determine if two images are similar and whether the similarity criteria that are used by the database system match the user’s notion of similarity.

In our previous work [8], we devised a pictorial query specification technique that enables the formulation of queries that specify which particular objects should appear in a target image as well as how many occurrences of each object are required and the desired spatial configuration among these objects. Although this method allowed combining pictorial queries via logical operators, these were basically limited to binary combinations and to the operators AND and OR. In this paper, we present an extension of our pictorial query specification that enables the formulation of complex pictorial queries via pictorial query trees. The leaves of a pictorial query tree correspond to individual pictorial queries. Internal nodes in the tree represent logical operations on the set of pictorial queries (or subtrees) represented by its children. Currently, three logical operations (AND, OR, XOR) and their negations are supported.

Most of the existing image database research has dealt either with global image matching based on color and texture features [6, 4, 7] or with the ambiguity associated with matching one query-image object to another [5]. There has also been some work on the specification of topological and directional relations among query objects [1, 2, 3].

2. Specifying Individual Pictorial Queries

We briefly review how individual pictorial queries are specified using our method. For more details and examples, see [8]. The matching similarity level msl is a number between 0 and 1 that specifies a lower bound on the certainty that two symbols are from the same class and thus considered a match. Contextual similarity specifies how well the content of database image DI matches that of query image QI (e.g., do all of the symbols in QI appear in DI?). We make use of four levels of contextual similarity. Figure 1 summarizes these levels. Spatial similarity specifies how good a match is required in terms of the relative locations and orientation of the matching symbols between the query and database image. We make use of five levels of spa-
tial similarity. Figure 2 summarizes the 5 levels of spatial similarity.

![Figure 1. Contextual similarity levels (csl).](image1)

![Figure 2. Spatial similarity levels (ssl).](image2)

### 3. Building Complex Pictorial Query Trees

#### 3.1. Syntax and Semantics of Pictorial Query Trees

Complex pictorial queries that involve combinations of individual pictorial queries are specified via pictorial query trees. The leaves of a pictorial query tree correspond to individual pictorial queries. The result of an individual pictorial query is a set of images that satisfy the constraints imposed by the query. A leaf node may be negated (NOT). In this case, the result of the query is the set of all images that do not satisfy the pictorial query. Internal nodes in the tree represent logical operations (AND, OR, XOR) and their negations (NAND, NOR, NXOR) on the set of images that satisfy the pictorial query (or query subtree) represented by its children. The root of the tree is either a pictorial query or a logical operator, while an internal node corresponds to a logical operator and can have one or more children.

For a conjunction of query images where the same symbol appears in both query images, the user may specify whether the two query-symbols must match the same instance of the symbol in the database image, or whether two different instances are allowed, termed object binding.

#### 3.2. Example Query Trees

Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate the use of pictorial query trees. Figure 3a demonstrates a simple query tree used to specify more than one acceptable spatial constraint (i.e., via use of an OR). We add the condition that there is an airport in the northeast of and within 7 miles of the fishing site by use of an AND as shown in Figure 3b. Notice that in this case we use $ssl = 2$ since we are specifying both a distance and a direction spatial constraint (see Figure 2). In addition, we use object binding in order to specify that we want the airport to be northeast of and within 7 miles of the particular fishing site that satisfied the other part of the query. Two symbols that have the same non-black color are bound, whereas black symbols are not bound. Figure 4a demonstrates the use of negation of a pictorial query in order to specify a negative condition, namely that there should be no airport within 2 miles of our fishing site. Since the

![Figure 3. (a) Images with a camping site within 5 miles of a fishing site OR a hotel within 10 miles of a fishing site. (b) Images with a camping site within 5 miles of a fishing site OR a hotel within 10 miles of a fishing site AND an airport northeast of and within 7 miles of the fishing site.](image3)

![Figure 4. (a) Images with a camping site within 5 miles of a fishing site OR a hotel within 10 miles of a fishing site AND with no airport within 2 miles of the fishing site. (b) Images with a camping site within 5 miles of a fishing site OR a hotel within 10 miles of a fishing site AND a restaurant or cafe.](image4)
4. Pictorial Query Processing

The first step in finding all database images that conform to a pictorial query tree specification is to process each pictorial query image (i.e., each leaf) that is part of the pictorial query tree individually.

First, for each symbol in the query image we find all database images, $DI$, that contain this symbol with the required matching similarity, $msl$. Next, if $csl$ is set to 1 or 2 (which means that we want to obtain images that contain all of the symbols in $QI$), then the set of result images from the first step are intersected. On the other hand, if $csl$ is 3 or 4 (any one symbol from $QI$ is enough), then the union of the result images is taken. If the contextual similarity level is set to 1 or 3, then we need to avoid including images containing symbols that are not present in $QI$.

The next step is to check whether the spatial constraints are satisfied for each candidate image $I$ that satisfied the contextual constraint. Since we allow multiple instances of symbols in the query image $QI$ and in $I$, this step needs to check many possible matchings. Therefore, for each $QI$ symbol we create a set of possible matches in $I$, which contains all of the symbols from the same class. If none of the possible matchings pass the spatial constraints test, then we remove the image from the candidate result set.

The spatial similarity between any two matchings is calculated using an algorithm which determines whether the spatial constraints dictated by a query image and spatial similarity level $ssl$ hold in a logical image. Finally, images that passed all of the tests (matching, contextual, and spatial) are ordered by the average matching certainty of all matching symbols and returned as the result of the query.

The pictorial query tree is parsed and evaluated using the following recursive process. It first checks if $N$ (the current node) is a leaf or an internal node. If $N$ is a leaf node, then the algorithm for processing individual pictorial queries is invoked with the logical image $QI$ and the values of matching, contextual, and spatial similarity levels $msl$, $csl$, and $ssl$ that were specified by the user while creating or editing the corresponding leaf node. If the leaf node is negated in the tree, then the complement of the result images set returned by this function is taken. If $N$ is an internal node in the query tree, then we recursively call this process on each child of $N$, followed by applying the appropriate logical operation on the results of these calls. The whole query tree is evaluated in this recursive manner by invoking algorithm $ProcessQueryTree$ with the root of the query tree as input. Our algorithms check for multiple instances of symbols in the query and database images as well as for object binding. This is not described here for lack of space.

5. Concluding Remarks

The algorithm outlined here is a relatively naive solution for processing pictorial query trees. Many optimizations are possible. These include changing the order of processing of the individual query images in order to execute the parts that are more selective first, and combining individual query images and processing them together. These and other query optimization issues are the subject of future research.

Using our method, we cannot specify conditions involving the location of certain events between objects (e.g., the point where two one-lane roads intersect). Furthermore, we do not consider the size or direction of the object itself. For example, we cannot specify “an open field whose area is at least 1 square mile” or “a local road that goes from north to south”. Finally, we cannot qualify objects in terms of non-spatial conditions. For example, we would like to specify “hotels whose price is less than $80 per night”. Incorporating these features into our pictorial query specification method is also a subject for future research.
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